Abstract-The problem of covert attacks detection in a network of interconnected subsystems is addressed in this paper. Existing approaches in the area of covert attacks detection have been devoted to centralized systems and are mainly based on mismatch between the attacker's model and the actual plant. Instead, in this paper, we consider a large-scale system where the attacker has full knowledge on the subsystems models. By using the information received from neighboring subsystems and by exploiting the mismatch between a distributed Luenberger observer and a decentralized unknown input observer, we propose a local detection strategy allowing each subsystem to detect anomalies in its neighborhood. The effectiveness of the proposed strategy is shown in a numerical example.
I. INTRODUCTION
The context of cyber-physical systems (CPSs) defined as collaboration of cybernetic and physical components has emerged as an important field of research in many scientific communities in recent years. The increasing use of accessible and networked platforms and protocols such as the Internet Protocol Suite has increased the vulnerability of CPSs to external cyber-attacks. These attacks can deteriorate the performance of physical systems and ultimately lead to failures or unsafe behavior, as shown in practice by [1] or [2] . Although fault detection and isolation in dynamical system is a rather mature research area, the fact that attacks are carried by intelligent and active agents makes this task more challenging [3] , and for this reason, their detection has become a relevant research topic in control and estimation theory in the last decade [4] - [7] .
On the other hand, the design of cyber-attacks that have detrimental impact on the physical layer has also been an objective of research, where the stealthiness property -i.e. the capability of a malicious signal to appear as "noise" to a detection mechanism -has drawn great attention, and has allowed to pinpoint vulnerabilities of common algorithms used in the control engineering practice. One of these stealthy attacks is the covert attack [8] . The main feature of a covert agent is that it injects some undesired control actions in the actuation channels while canceling its effects in the measurements. The result is that, under the assumption of perfect model knowledge by the attacker, the true state of the attacked system can be driven to arbitrary potentially unsafe trajectories without any trace in the sensing equipment, which in turn provides measurements compatible with the normal behavior making the attack undetectable. A few studies have already been devoted to this scenario. For instance, in [9] an intelligent type of covert attack is presented using system identification tools. The problem of covert attack detection in CPSs was investigated also in [10] , where a random modulation is introduced on the system actuation side to cause errors in the attacker's model.
However, research in the area of detection and isolation of covert attacks is still in its infancy, and many problems in this area are still open to investigation. This paper is devoted to the detection of covert attacks for interconnected system. The proposed strategy is based on two local observers for each individual subsystem using only locally available and neighboring information, respectively. By comparing the performance of these two observers, we show that it is possible to detect anomalies in a distributed fashion, whereas local strategies are not effective for this type of attacks.
In summary, compared with the existing results in the literature, the main contributions of this paper are the following:
• We design a distributed strategy that allows to detect covert attacks that would be undetectable by traditional model-based techniques.
• We consider the worst case scenario where an attacker has full knowledge on the subsystems' models, and we provide quantitative results about covertness of the attacks in the proposed detection architecture.
In this work, we show some early results which are limited to the noise-free case but are sufficient to characterize our architecture. Further research will be devoted to addressing factors such as disturbances and isolation issues.
The following notation is used throughout the paper. R denotes the set of real numbers. I is an identity matrix with compatible dimensions.v is the estimated value of the variable v. h(t) stands for a step function. diag(·) describes a block diagonal matrix composed of a set of matrices.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, the problem statement is presented. The proposed detection strategy is presented in Section III. Simulation results are given in Section IV, and conclusions reside in Section V.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
We consider a large-scale system composed of N interconnected linear time-invariant (LTI) subsystems S i , i ∈ {1, . . . , N }, each modeled by the equations
where x i ∈ R ni ,ũ i ∈ R mi , and y i ∈ R pi are the local states, inputs, and outputs, respectively. The index set of the neighbors of S i is N i .
Definition 1: We say that subsystem j is a neighbor of subsystem i if any component of x j affects the dynamics of subsystem i.
We say that a quantity is local to subsystem i if it is directly related to this subsystem or to one of its neighbors. With this notion, we say that the local dynamics' matrices A i , B i , C i , and the interconnection matrices A ij , ∀j ∈ N i are known locally for each subsystem S i .
Assumption 1: The pairs (A i , C i ) are observable for i ∈ {1, . . . , N }.
Each subsystem is equipped with a local unit LU i comprising a pair of observers O Remark 1: The proposed scheme does not assume any framework with regard to the control strategy, and in fact it just requires knowledge of the plant measurements and the controller signals, regardless of how they are obtained. Similarly, the controller C i does not necessarily depend on the estimates of O d i . Assumption 2: We assume that the information exchanged between local units is not corrupted. This is a realistic scenario when the communication between detectors is realized, for example, over a closed or encrypted network. This could be possible when the detection architecture is built on top of existing plant equipment and has dedicated communication.
The signalỹ i ∈ R pi is the measurement signal as received by the observers, which can in general be different from y i obtained at the sensors. These signals are exchanged over a vulnerable link that can be therefore tapped by an attacker (see Fig.1 ). For this reason, we denote u i and y i as the legitimate (nominal) or transmitted signals, andũ i andỹ i as the attacked or received counterparts.
Let i now denote the index of the subsystem where an attacker A performs a man-in-the-middle (MITM) attack, injecting malicious signals γ and µ in the tapped link between the plant and the local unit. Then, for the link between the pair (S i , LU i ) we have that For the scope of this paper, we consider the following assumption.
Assumption 3: Only one subsystem is under attack in the overall system.
The malicious agent A is modeled as a dynamical system, comprising two parts: the model
which is used to replicate S i (ignoring the interconnection with neighbors), and a malicious controllerC i which is in general unknown and implements the attacker's objective. Such controller is responsible for computing the attack action µ, which can depend on the attack objective ρ, the attacker's statex i , time t, and potentially available data u i and y i .
A. Covert attacks
Broadly speaking, we say that a malicious agent A is covert if is able to fully compensate in the output channel its action on the actuator side. This is true when the output signal after the attack is equal to the output signal in the attack-free case. Let T a > 0 be the time instant in which the attack begins (therefore γ(t) = µ(t) = 0 for t < T a ), and let us state the following assumption, which represents the worst case scenario for a defender.
Assumption 4: The attacker has perfect knowledge of the subsystem model, i.e. (Ã i ,B i ,C i ) = (A i , B i , C i ). However, the attacker ignores the interconnection topology and the neighbors' effects.
Our approach to covert attacks in the distributed setting was inspired by [8] , where they are formulated in the frequency domain for centralized systems. We provide the following definition of a covert agent, and prove afterwards that the scheme presented in this section is in fact covert.
Definition 2 (Covert agent): The malicious agent A is covert if the attacked measurement outputỹ i cannot be distinguished from the legitimate system response. Proposition 1: If Assumption 4 holds, then the attack scheme defined by (2) and (3) is covert asymptotically. Furthermore, if the attacker sets the initial conditions of the model (3) asx i (T a ) = 0, then the attack is covert ∀t.
Proof: By (2), we clearly have that before the attack, for 0 < t < T a , the nominal and the attacked measurements are the same, and let x i (T a ) be the plant's state when the attack begins. The response of the attacked subsystem S i can be written as:
and the compensation signal produced by the attacker is
After subtracting (5) from (4) and using Assumption 4, we obtain the attacked output responsẽ
Notice that (6) has in fact the same expression of the attack-free time response, with the exception of the initial conditions, and therefore the attacked and the legitimate measured outputs have the same asymptotic response. If the attacker sets the initial conditions of the model (3) as x i (T a ) = 0, then (6) matches the legitimate output response exactly, and the time responses for 0 < t < T a and t ≥ T a can be composed with no discontinuity. Remark 2: Even if the attacker model (3) does not include any neighboring states, the compensation signal in (5) is sufficient to make the attack covert. This implies that the attacker does not need any intelligence on the system connectivity to perform a covert attack.
III. OBSERVER-BASED DETECTION ARCHITECTURE
In this section, we propose an observer-based architecture for detecting covert attacks in a distributed scenario. The underlying idea is that even though an attacker can perfectly deceive the information flow between the plant and the local unit LU i , the local state x i affects the neighboring systems. We design two local observers such that we can distinguish attacks by analyzing their individual performance. The first observer depends on the coupling effects of each subsystem with its neighbors and uses information received from those neighbors; the second one is based on a decoupled design, thus is independent on the interconnection variables. We denote these two observers by O We define the following decoupled and coupled estimation errors, as well as the residuals related to them:
The
of S i and the corresponding estimates, and they are not available in general.
Furthermore, in the presence of an attacker, the estimates will depend onỹ i = y i , and we therefore define the attacked (received) estimation errors and residuals:
Notice that only the attacked residuals in (8) are computable as onlyỹ i is available to the observers.
A. Decoupled Observation Strategy
In order to provide a decoupled estimation of the state, we treat the neighbors' interconnections as disturbances and design an unknown input observer (UIO) which guarantees a convergent estimator error d i which does not depend on the neighbors [11] . UIOs have been employed for fault detection in distributed scenarios (for example in [12] ), and for detecting integrity attacks within the communication between agents [13] .
The UIO has the form
where
i . By rewriting the interconnection summation in matrix form, and by verifying that the conditions in [11] hold, we have that (9) is an UIO for the system (1), and the estimation error evolves according to the dynamicṡ
where F is chosen to be Hurwitz by appropriately choosing K
i , and therefore
It is important to note that (10) holds for the attack-free system, when the actuation and measurement channels are not corrupted, that is to say
Proposition 2: When the ith subsystem is under attack, if the UIO conditions and Assumption 4 are satisfied, the following equations hold. The error dynamic of the observer (9) is˙
while the attacked estimation error defined in (8) is given bẏ
Then, since the error dynamics (12) is the same as in the attack-free case, the attack model (3) is covert for a UIO. Proof: See Appendix. 
B. Observer Design Based on Subsystems Coupling Information
In this subsection, we develop an observer-based strategy where the observers O c i in each subsystem provide an estimate of its local state vector by taking into account the information received from its neighboring subsystems. Thus, we propose the following Luenberger-like distributed state observer for the ith subsystem:
It should be noted that with this design, (13) depends on the dynamic estimates from all the neighboring decoupled observers O d j . Thus, to design L i ∈ R ni×pi in the distributed continuous-time observer (13) and ensure stability, the following proposition is stated.
Proposition 3: Consider the large-scale system described in (1) . The observer (13) (13) can be restated as follows:
Now, using (14) and (1), the evolution of the estimation error c i can be stated as follows:
Since y i = C i x i , after some manipulation, from (15) it follows that˙
If we define
by considering (10), for all the interconnected subsystems, we can say that˙ In the following Proposition, we analyze the effects that a covert attack has on such observer, and what can be said about the error dynamics. Proposition 4: When the ith subsystem is under attack, if Assumption 4 is satisfied, the following equations hold. The error dynamics of the observer (13) iṡ
where d j is given by (10), (11) . Conversely, the attacked estimation error is given bẏ
Then, since the error dynamics (18) is the same in as the attack-free case, the attack model (3) is covert for the observer (13) . Proof: The error equation (15) can be rewritten aṡ 
C. Attack detection scheme and detectability analysis
The detection method is based on the discrepancy between the decoupled and coupled state estimates x (17) and (18) the estimation error depends on the true error d j , regardless of the attack presence. Before providing the main result of this subsection, we provide the sketch of a possible detection logic. Our detection strategy relies on the fact that if a subsystem is under attack, all its neighbors should provide an indication of such event. The design of thresholds to be triggered in this case is out of the scope of this paper, however suppose that such local thresholds exist, then each Subsystem j can broadcast to its neighbors an alarm signal a j ∈ {1, 0}. Therefore, if Subsystem i is under attack it will receive a set of signals {a j = 1, j ∈ N i }, which Subsystem i can locally use to decide it is under attack, under the given assumptions.
We now state the following result which motivates the choice of the the difference x Proposition 5: Consider the architecture presented in Section II, let subsystem i be under a covert attack, and let the pair (A j − L j C j , A ji ) be reachable ∀j ∈ N i . By Assumption 3 only subsystem i can be under attack. The covert attack in subsystem i can be detected if and only if
Proof: (Sufficiency) We proceed by contradiction. Let (19) hold and the subsystem i be attack-free. If there is no attack in S i , the observers (9) and (13) both converge to 0. Then, we can find an arbitrary small ε > 0 such that for all t greater than some finiteτ ,
and finally by adding and subtracting x j (t), we obtain that x c j (t) −x d j (t) < ε, which contradicts (19), thus we conclude that if (19) holds, then subsystem i is under attack.
(Necessity) We use contradiction again, and assume that subsystem i is under attack but (19) is not verified, thus ∃j ∈ N i :
We have that
By Proposition 2 we know that ˜ d j → 0 by design if subsystem i is under attack, then we can choose an arbitrarily small ε > 0 such that for t >τ
Equation (18) can be rewritten aṡ
The terms in the summation are all converging to 0 because they are states of stable autonomous linear systems and they are not under attack. If the pair (A j −L j C j , A ji ) is reachable, there is no non-zero input that leaves the system at 0. Also, we have shown in Remark 3 that d i −x i → 0, where the attacker's statex i represents therefore the attack-induced error. Since the attacker can arbitrarily steer its own state and aims at deteriorating the actual system performance, namely
with ∆ > 0, there will be a time t > T a >τ when for any arbitrary choice of ε and ε such that ˜ c j (t) = ε + ε, thus, we reach contradiction. This proves that if the system is under attack, then condition (19) holds.
The convergence result in Proposition 5 and integration of the error equations (12) and (18) can be used to design local thresholds, however we leave this task to our future work.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we use a simple academic example to show and validate the performance of the architecture presented in the paper. Without loss of generality, we consider a network of 5 identical subsystems each one described by where the coupling among the subsystems is considered as Fig. 2 . We have chosen K
(1) i = L i = 0.5317 2.5317 that satisfy Proposition 3 by means of pole placement.
Let subsystem 1 be under a covert attack, as specified in Proposition 1. Each controller tries to achieve a reference value of y i = 1, by employing the control input
At t = 20, the attacker tries to divert the output of subsystem 1 to a different target by means of the covert attack strategy explained in Section II. Under these conditions, as shown in Fig. 3 -a, the received measurement output goes to reference while the real one does not. Also notice how the reference change does not cause any change in the residual signals and in the estimation mismatch Fig. 4 : the transient phase depends only on the initial conditions of the estimators. Moreover, as depicted in Fig. 3-b , the analysis of local residualsr i does not allow to detect the covert agent, which is stealthy at all times as shown in Proposition 1.
In order to clarify the logic described in the previous section, let us comment on this specific example, with reference to Fig. 4 . We note that estimate differences in Subsystems 2 and 5 do not converge to 0, therefore they trigger local alarms a 2 = 1 and a 5 = 1. These alarms are sent to Subsystems 1 and 3, and to 1 and 5, respectively. At this point, Subsystem 1 receives a j = 1, ∀j ∈ N 1 , and can therefore detect its own attacked condition. 
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Covert attacks detection in large-scale LTI systems has been addressed in this paper. We designed an architecture to detect covert attacks by exploiting the physical interconnections and designing a set of distributed observers either coupled or decoupled with neighboring subsystems. Accordingly, conditions for their detection have been derived based on convergence analysis of properly designed residuals. This study was an initial step towards distributed detection of covert attacks in interconnected systems. Our future work will be devoted to detection in the presence of disturbances, as well as threshold design and isolation strategies.
APPENDIX

Proof of Proposition 2
Let us drop subscript i for clarity, then by applying (2) to the error definition (7), we can proceed with the following manipulations. where we definedĀ = A − HCA and Ξx as the interconnection terms. If the UIO conditions [11] are verified, then we obtain (11) . To obtain (12), the same computations can be done starting from (8), and we obtain that˙ = F˜ , which is the same error dynamic equation as the attack-free case, thus proving that the attack strategy is covert.
